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Berlin buys back stake in city’s water supply company
he state of Berlin has completed
its buyback of German multi-utility
RWE’s 24.95% stake in Berlin’s water
supply company, Berliner Wasserbetriebe
(BWB), and is in discussions with RWE’s
ex-partner in the venture, Veolia
Environnement, with the aim of a
complete re-municipalisation.
The agreement follows two years of talks
and a significant reduction in tariffs,
demanded by the state. Berlin funded the
buyback by borrowing €700 million ($915

T

million) from its development bank,
Investitionsbank Berlin.
The funds covered the purchase of
RWE’s share in the joint venture to a special-purpose vehicle called Berlinwasser
Beteiligungs Rekom Berlin, which is whollyowned by the state, as well as RWE’s share
in two subordinated shareholder loans.
The state is currently negotiating with
Veolia Environnement to re-purchase its
stake, says Dr Kai Mertens, a partner in
corporate finance at Squire Sanders, the

legal practice that advised the city on
the RWE deal.
The complicated public-private
partnership formed to operate BWB
supplies drinking water to some 3.4 million
people in the country’s capital, and a
further 100,000 in the surrounding region.
In addition, BWB treats and disposes of
the wastewater for these customers and a
further 400,000 in Brandenburg. These
figures make the company the largest water
utility in Germany. ● See Analysis, p5

Market analysis points to seven priorities for innovation and efficiency
new analysis from Frost & Sullivan
identifies seven areas as market
priorities for innovation and efficiency,
which the analyst sees as key in the
‘big five’ water utility markets – France,
Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK.
Together these markets account for
almost $50 billion – 77.8% of capital and
operational expenditure (capex and opex)
in Europe, and as such they are leaders
and crucial testing grounds for new technologies and innovative practices, Frost &
Sullivan says.
Research analyst Seth Cutler notes:
‘Understanding this region is important as
the variation of economic, demographic,
political and social realities help produce
trends that can be translated into many
other regions. Water utility investment
has not collapsed in these countries,
but is instead getting smarter and looking
at opportunities that provide greater
confidence in returns.’
Frost & Sullivan identified seven areas as
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market priorities for innovation and
efficiency. It predicts chemical management will move forward in two ways –
firstly, maximising consumption through
more efficient use, and secondly, through
continuing development of alternatives as
the industry seeks to move away from oil
as a base material.
Decentralisation is also predicted,
to reflect a more natural demand and
supply environment. The analyst notes:
‘Recent decreases in urban population
and growth in complex residential patterns
harm a water industry that was created
for centralised urban growth.
Energy efficiency and production will
priorities innovations such as the wasteto-energy movement and energy-optimising
pumps, Frost & Sullivan says, and smart
water technologies will be used to address
leakage levels.
Sludge management will use advanced
technology solutions to minimise waste
levels, the analysts predicted, with the

remaining sludge waste being turned into
revenue through recovered nutrients and
fertilisers and biogas production.
Frost & Sullivan also stressed that
the cost recovery principle needs to
be effectively implemented by water
utilities and the benefits communicated
to customers, because, as it says, ‘the
cost of water will rise in the coming years
regardless’.
Advancing these areas will refocus
investments on providing the greatest
value while improving efficiency and
sustainability, the analyst said, while
warning that the ongoing economic
crisis in Europe threatens this possibility.
However, there are dynamic ways for
the industry to increase access to capital,
Frost & Sullivan says, including publicprivate partnerships, consolidation of
small local utilities; balance between
capex and opex, operational innovations,
and the varying methods of water service
privatization. ●

New Water Act introduced to US Senate
oth the American Water Works
Association (AWWA) and the
Association of Municipal Water Agencies
(AMWA) have welcomed the introduction
into the Senate of a new Water Infrastructure
Finance and Innovation Act (WIFIA), which
is intended to provide low-cost finance for
major potable water infrastructure projects.
AWWA executive director David LaFrance
said: ‘The introduction of the Water
Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act
marks an important step forward in confronting America’s urgent water infrastructure challenge. WIFIA would provide
communities across the US with access to
low-cost capital to address their most
significant water infrastructure needs,
without adding to the long-term federal
deficit. It would fill a significant gap
between what current water infrastructure
tools can do and what needs to be done.’
WIFIA forms part of two pieces of legisla-
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tion currently before the Senate – in midNovember Senator Jeff Merkley introduced
a standalone WIFIA Bill, which is based on
a draft bill circulated earlier this year by
House Water Resources and Environment
Subcommittee chairman Bob Gibbs. This
would offer loans from the Environmental
Protection Agency in excess of $20 million
for major water infrastructure projects.
The Senate Environment and Public
Works Committee has been separately
scrutinising a draft bill to reauthorise the
existing Water Resources Development
Act. This also includes a five-year pilot
WIFIA programme based on the existing,
successful Transportation Infrastructure
Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA).
Details of both pieces of legislation are
likely to be adjusted, AWWA notes.
AWWA and AMWA, among other water
industry stakeholders, have been campaigning for years for the introduction of
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WIFIA legislation. Mr LaFrance said: ‘Local
rates and charges will remain – and should
remain – the cornerstone of water utility finance.
‘However, the enormity of today’s water
infrastructure challenge requires smart,
innovative new financing tools. By providing
low-interest loans to communities, WIFIA
would reduce the cost of large infrastructure projects by hundreds of millions of
dollars and ease rate pressure on consumers. It strikes just the right balance
between local responsibility and a federal
“helping hand”.’
AWWA wants the WIFIA funding to
complement rather than replace the
State Revolving Funds (SRFs), specifically
addressing projects that are too big for
most SRFs to fund. WIFIA could also
allow a group of smaller projects to be
packaged into one WIFIA application so
that smaller and less affluent communities
could benefit, AWWA suggests. ●

NEWS

Majority of UK private utilities reject
licence change proposals
he majority of the UK’s 19 private water companies
recently rejected proposals by economic regulator
Ofwat to change their licences, causing ratings agency
Moody’s to warn that the move ‘sustains uncertainty which
is credit negative’.
The refusal throws open the possibility that Ofwat will refer
the issue to the Competition Commission, as it warned it would
do when it unveiled the proposals in October.
United Utilities was the most outspoken of the companies,
saying in a statement that it believed, ‘in their current form
[the proposals] are not in the best interests of customers, investors
and wider stakeholders’.
Trade body Water UK said in a further statement that ‘companies
want to maintain investor confidence and the low cost of financing
that the sector enjoys, which keeps customers’ bills as low as
possible – an objective which is shared by the government.
The majority of companies have been unable to accept Ofwat’s
proposals in their current form due to concern within the industry
about their potential impact on investor confidence.’
Moody’s noted that Ofwat’s proposals were made in the context
of its continuing review of the way in which future price limits will
be set, and the draft Water Bill published in July. The agency
noted: ‘Proposed licence amendments would allow the regulator
to implement changes that it is planning from the start of the
next regulatory period, beginning in April 2015, with segmental
price controls and targeted incentives to achieve, according to
Ofwat, better outcomes including retail choice for business,
better allocation of treated water resources and different
approaches to sludge treatment.’
Companies' refusal to accept the licence amendments relates
to the future flexibility the regulator is seeking. Moody’s notes
that Ofwat considers it important that the services and activities
covered by the proposed wholesale controls can be adjusted
over time, so that it can create the right incentives and adjust
the framework as appropriate.
Despite Ofwat’s warning that it was likely to refer the matter
to the Competition Commission, Moody’s highlighted a later note
saying it would welcome responses setting out company concerns,
noting that ‘this together with company responses may open the
door to a further period of discussion between the companies and
regulator. Both sides will be keen to avoid a time-consuming and
costly CC referral if at all possible.’ ●
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AECOM to consult on Qatar projects
ECOM Technology Corporation has announced that it has been
chosen to provide general engineering consultancy services for
local roads and drainage projects in south Qatar.
ASHGHAL, the country’s public works authority, awarded the
contract as part of a larger $14 billion programme to develop the
city’s infrastructure, local roads and drainage.
AECOM will provide data collection, planning, coordination,
stakeholder liaison, permit review, traffic diversion inspection,
option studies, design, construction supervision and other
consultancy services.
AECOM chairman and CEO John M Dionisio said: ‘We are
delighted to expand our involvement as visionaries and thought
leaders in Qatar, as well as continue our partnership with
ASHGHAL to improve the country’s infrastructure. This is
an exciting time for Qatar and its residents.’
Work on the contract is due to begin immediately. ●
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ADB providing loans for Sri Lanka capital water and wastewater improvement
he Asian Development Bank (ADB)
is providing $300 million in loans
to overhaul the quality, coverage and
management of water and wastewater
services in Colombo, the capital of
Sri Lanka.
ADB’s South Asia department urban
development specialist Mingyuan Fan
said: ‘Parts of Colombo’s water supply
distribution network are over 100 years
old and some areas only get water for
less than half the day, while the sewer
network suffers from frequent collapses
and blockages.
Our assistance will help the government
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German contractor wins
network upgrade contract
Germany’s Ludwig Pfeiffer Hochund Tiefbau has won an €11.7
million ($15.2 million) contract to
upgrade water supply and wastewater systems in Romania’s Buzau
county. The contract involves
rehabilitating and extending
wastewater networks in the
villages of Ramnicu Sarat, Valea
Ramnicului and Topliceni, and
extending the water supply system
and constructing a wastewater
pump station in Ramnicu Sarat.

Veolia sells off more assets in
its search for divestments
Veolia Environnement has made
further moves in its pledge to divest
€5 billion ($6.5 billion) in assets
during the 2012-13 financial year
by signing agreements to sell
several small and medium-sized
assets that will reduce its net
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make water and sanitation services higher
quality, cost-effective and sustainable.’
The multi-tranche loan will support a
$400 million government investment
programme to improve water and sanitation
in greater Colombo. The first tranche of $84
million will focus on water loss reduction,
which is estimated to cost over $13 million
in lost revenue each year.
The programme aims to achieve
24 hours a day availability of water in
greater Colombo by 2020, focusing on
improving services in under-served areas
and targeting a reduction in non-revenue
water from nearly 50% to about 20%

financial debt by €350 million
($451 million). The asset sales
include its US-based Ridgeline
wind power subsidiary, part of its
Environmental Services division,
a waste-to-energy facility in Italy,
all Veolia Environmental Services
operations in Estonia and
Lithuania, and Dalkia operations
in Switzerland and Estonia.

Sabesp puts forward multibillion water and wastewater
projects
Brazil’s Sabesp, the water utility for
Sao Paulo state, has submitted R3
billion ($1.45 billion worth of water
and wastewater projects for
consideration in phase two of the
country’s growth acceleration plan.
Two billion reals ($97 million) will
be for wastewater-related work and
the remaining R1 billion ($48
billion) will be used for water supply
improvements. Water and waste-

planning, consolidation, public / private sector
roles, leadership, IT, and human resources.
Other regular themes include financing,
regulation, charging policies, procurement,
corporate governance and customer issues.
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in 2020. The work also aims to achieve
full sewer network coverage by 2020.
The project will also involve repairing
or replacing water transmission and
distribution pipes and pumps, installing
high quality meters, and implementing
network mapping and leakage controls.
The ADB assistance will fund new
sewer connections and the construction
of two wastewater treatment plants, and
will support measures to strengthen the
management and operations of the oversight agencies, the National Water
Supply and Drainage board and
Colombo municipal council. ●

water projects for a number of large
municipalities outside the state
capital have also been put forward.

water services for at least 12
continuous hours per day for
211,000 people.

EIB lends funds

EBRD set to provide funds for
water system improvements

The European Investment Bank
is lending CZK500 million ($26
million) to the city of Olomouc in
central Moravia to finance municipal infrastructure projects involving
the improvement, rehabilitation,
upgrading and extension of the
city’s infrastructure in the areas of
transport, environmental protection, education, cultural heritage
and other municipal services.

IADB provides funds for water
service upgrade
The Dominican Republic is to
improve water services for 329,000
people in the metropolitan area of
Santiago de los Caballeros with a
$25 million loan from the IADB.
The project is expected to enable

The European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) has announced that it is
considering providing a loan of up
to R1400 million ($44.5 million) to
Vodokanal for the city of Yakutsk,
the capital of the republic of Sakha.
The loan will be used to co-finance
the company’s priority investment
programme, which aims to rehabilitate and modernise the water
intake and water supply systems
in the city. The project components
include construction of a basin
pond for an extended capacity
water intake; a pumping station,
including installation of energy
efficient pumps); and water
treatment plant modernisation.
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NEWS

Suez Environnement denies merger with Veolia
uez Environnement issued an
exceptionally short press release
at the end of October, denying that it is
working on a business combination with
Veolia Environnement in the face of press
speculation that a merger was on the cards.
The statement followed a story printed
by Le Monde in France and the US’ Wall
Street Journal, in which the latter claimed
that ‘three of the people familiar with the
matter’ had reported that Suez had
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approached Veolia regarding a merger,
but that talks did not reach the companies’
respective boards.
French paper Le Journal du Dimanche,
in response, stated that such a merger
would be impossible as it would create a
monopoly company holding 90% of the
French water market.
Major financial publications offered
detailed information on the two utilities’
financial advisors and some aspects of

the deal, while stressing that the
information was ‘market chatter’.
Ultimately, nothing appears to have
come of any of this supposed activity.
Both companies have undoubtedly
been affected by the economic
environment – Suez Environnement
reduced its full-year profit forecast
in June and Veolia Environnement is
selling up to €5 billion ($6.5 billion) in
assets to reduce its debt. ●

ANALYSIS

Buyback moves Berlin closer to
re-municipalisation
The state of Berlin has bought back the 24.95% stake in Berliner
Wasserbetriebe that was held by RWE, and is in talks with stakeholder Veolia Environnement, in a move towards re-municipalisation of Berlin’s water supply. LIS STEDMAN discusses how concerns
over the high cost of water in the city had led to this buyback.
he buyback of RWE’s interest in
Berlin’s water supply company
Berliner Wasserbetriebe (BWB) by Berlin
is the first major ‘re-municipalisation’ to
take place in Germany, a country with
around 6000 fragmented, mostly smallscale water utilities that generally
remain under municipal control.
The repurchase is set against a background of public discontent over the
partial privatisation – in 2011, a referendum of Berlin citizens voted to disclose
details of the deal, which was characterised
both as opaque and tortuous. Berlin Water
Table, a group dedicated to repealing or
terminating the ‘immoral sales contracts’
that underpinned the agreement, spearheaded the campaign.
Squire Sanders partner Dr Kai Mertens
explains that there are a handful of other
major cities that, like Berlin, have privatised
or partially-private water utilities, or that
have private investors or management.
The state of Berlin turned its face against
this choice and opted for a buyback mainly
because, he says, of the very high price of
water in the city. ‘The state issued an order
to the operating company to reduce the
water price, and now Berlin is effectively
trying to implement the price reduction.’
Steep price cuts were imposed in late
2011 after a 2010 investigation, following
which the Federal Cartel Office charged the
joint venture with imposing excessive water
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prices – the average charge was €2.027/m3
($2.65/m3), and the joint venture was
ordered to reduce this by around €0.36/m3
($0.47m3). To reach its conclusion, the
Federal Cartel Office (FCO) compared
prices in Berlin with those in Hamburg,
Köln and Munich, finding ‘significantly
higher earnings’ in Berlin.
The discussions with Veolia, Dr Mertens
notes, are currently at a secret level, but
he confirms: ‘The state of Berlin wants to
regain complete control.’ One ambition,
if a complete repurchase is possible,
would be to simplify BWB’s hugely
complex corporate structure, of which
Dr Mertens says: ‘Usually one finds
lighter corporate structures that are
far easier to operate.’
BWB has a complicated holding
structure, developed to allow the company
to formally remain a public entity despite
its operations being fully commercial.
BWB is a legal entity that exists by virtue
of a state law, and is fully guaranteed for
all liabilities by the state of Berlin. The
state of Berlin and the RWE/Veolia publicprivate partnership held their respective
50.1 and 49.9% stakes in the holding
company, below which lies the regulated
business, BWB, and a raft of competitive
sister companies.
Dr Mertens says the structure is ‘not
secret, but very hard to operate’ and that
while simplifying this this is not of itself a

reason why the State of Berlin wishes to
re-municipalise BWB, ‘it would be a good
thing to do’.
The re-municipalisation is not yet at an
end, although the RWE agreement means
the state of Berlin now owns around 75%
of BWB. Last June, a city official indicated
that Veolia Environnement wanted to sell
its stake in the utility, after failed moves to
prevent the sale of RWE’s shareholding.
German newspaper Welt Online cited
unconfirmed reports that the stake could
be worth around €650 million ($850million)
– given the €1.43 billion ($1.9 billion)
paid by the partners to buy their stake,
the combined repurchase value would
represent a loss on the original purchase
price. The fact that the investment in the
necessary infrastructure was heavily frontloaded will exacerbate the pain.
Despite this, experts warn that the underground infrastructure, which still requires
much work in the old eastern parts of the
city, has not been a focus for investment
and that its condition is likely to decline
unless action is taken. BWB had planned to
accelerate the rehabilitation, but the future
plans for the networks will remain unclear
until the current situation is resolved.
The result of the discussions with Veolia
Environnement will be known sometime
next year, and the outcome of those talks
will largely determine the future shape and
direction of BWB. ●
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15 years of voluntary benchmarking – how it supports the
modernisation strategy of the German water sector
In order to analyse the success of benchmarking undertaken by utilities in the German water sector,
an investigation was carried out in the wastewater sector and how benchmarking affected the efficiency
of the processes that the utilities carry out. FILIP BERTZBACH, KAY MÖLLER, SABINE NOTHHAFT, PETER WAIDELICH and
ANDREAS SCHULZ describe the findings of a survey that aimed at highlighting the aims, effects and success
factors of benchmarking.
ince 1996, water utilities
from Germany,Austria and
Switzerland have been using
benchmarking voluntarily as an
instrument for performance
improvement. In that time, over
800 utilities have carried out projects
with aquabench GmbH alone, of
which numerous ones are repeated
regularly, and in the process they
have collected experiences at
different levels.The decision of the
German Lower House (Bundestag)
‘Sustainable Water Management’ of
2002 and the modernising strategy
of the German Federal Government
of 2006 name benchmarking as
being part of the strategy to modernise the German water sector.
Nevertheless, doubts are repeatedly
expressed about the uses of benchmarking, and more recently an
increased number of voices have
demanded loudly a stronger regulation of the German water sector.
Behind this demand are suspected
inefficiencies in water supply and
wastewater disposal and the wish for
comparability and transparency of
services carried out.This gives rise
to the need for a clarification of
the aims (why benchmarking?),
the effects related to these aims
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(how and where does it work?),
and the success factors of benchmarking (why does it work?).
These questions formed the basis
of an investigation of nine German
and one Swiss company carried out
in 2010 and 2011 looking at wastewater
disposal projects (Aggerverband,
BerlinerWasserbetriebe AöR,
Emschergenossenschaft/Lippeverband,
Entsorgung + Recycling Zürich,
Hamburger Stadtentwässerung AöR,
hanseWasser Bremen GmbH, Münchner
Stadtentwässerung, Stadtentwässerung
Dresden GmbH, Stadtentwässerungsbetrieb Düsseldorf and
Stadtentwässer-ungsbetriebe Köln
AöR).The study (abbreviated)
appeared in a two-part article in
the journal ‘Korrespondenz Abwasser’
(KA) in August and September 2012
and can be obtained complete as a special
edition, also in English, via aquabench
(Möller et al. 2012). Extracts of the
statements have also already been
presented to an international specialist
public (Bertzbach et al. 2012).
Aims of benchmarking
(why benchmarking?)
Nationally and internationally, water
associations define the performance
improvement of processes (e.g. technical

Table 1: Chosen projects for survey out of 25 aquabench projects
Project
State projects at corporate level
Corporate benchmarking
Sewer operation process benchmarking
WWTP process benchmarking
Laboratory process benchmarking
Indirect discharge monitoring process
benchmarking
Sewer construction process benchmarking
Material management process benchmarking

First year

Period of consideration

2005
2002
1999
1996
2005
2005

2006-2010
2004-2010
1999-2010
2002-2010
2006-2010
2006-2010

Number of
participants
>600
30
62
>200*
13
15

1998
1998

2003-2010
2002-2010

24
23

* As opposed to other projects here it is not the number of companies mentioned but rather the
WWTPs
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and commercial ones) as the aim of
benchmarking.The ‘adoption of successful instruments, methods and processes’
(DVGW/DWA 2008), the ‘adaptation
of leading processes’ (Cabrera et al. 2011)
or, more simply,‘performance improvement’, is thus the core of benchmarking.
A necessary prerequisite for this is firstly
‘positioning’ (performance assessment),
in order to recognise which companies
in which process operate favourably or
indeed unfavourably. Ultimately it is
indisputable that information for politics
and the public has to be combined (for
example, for use in public final reports of
state-wide projects and the profile of the
German water sector [ATT et al. 2011]).
The study concentrates on the aim of
performance improvement: how is this
aim achieved? Ultimately, and in the
interest of citizens, this should continue
to be the central question: how does
benchmarking support the exercise of
functions and performance improvement
in wastewater disposal?The study gives
answers to these questions.
Effect of benchmarking (how and
where does it work?)
Methodical approach
The results have been derived from
benchmarking projects over many years
and have been verified through interviews with those responsible for the
projects from the companies involved.
Table 1 gives an overview of the projects included in the present investigation,
their project duration, as well as their
number of participants.A differentiation
is made between the detailed investigation of individual processes (‘process
benchmarking’) and the overall company
(‘corporate benchmarking’). In special
projects at the level of the German
federal states (so-called ‘state projects’), as
a rule borne by the specialist associations
of the water sector and, in part, also
by ministries, the investigation at the
company level was the focal point.

BENCHMARKING

Figure 1: Average cost increase of benchmarking participants vs. nonparticipants in the wastewater sector 2006 – 2010 (Möller et al. 2012)

Measurable and attestable successes of
these projects were sought, i.e. improvements of the key performance indicators
(KPIs) of security of supply and demand,
quality, customer service, sustainability
and economic efficiency.
Benchmarking participants show favourable
cost trends
Benchmarking participants work actively
for a favourable cost trend.This is substantiated by various time series of the
continuous participants.As evidence
for this, the development of the overall
expenditure of wastewater disposal for
benchmarking participants (inclusive
of the state projects) and non-benchmarking participants is compared in
Figure 1. It shows for the period under
consideration (2006-2010) that the
expenditure of the benchmarking
participants is at a comparable level
with the inflation rate and below the
expenditure of the comparison group.
If the group of benchmarking participants is reduced to the companies which
take part not only in state projects but
also in continuous corporate wastewater
benchmarking, the development of the
overall expenditure can be considered
over a longer period and is even more
positive (see Figure 2).
Even in the process benchmarking
projects, the investigation substantiated
such positive developments (Möller et al.
2012).
The time series is a first indication of
the success of benchmarking. Specific
individual examples substantiate the
contribution of benchmarking to these
developments more precisely and show
where benchmarking is effective.
In the study, 33 examples of such
contributions are given in order to impart
an impression of different modes of
operation within the benchmarking.A
description of some examples can be

Figure 2: Average cost increase of wastewater benchmarking for participants
2004 – 2010 (Möller et al. 2012)

found in the special edition on this study
(Möller et al. 2012).
Benchmarking brings about performance
improvement
Decision principles for technical and
commercial operational management
The acquisition of information for
technical and commercial operational
management that is effected by benchmarking supports the quality of management and control in a company at
various levels. Benchmarking represents
a considerable gain in information for
the management of companies and
processes. Decisions on the basis of the
information provided are more securely
made, planning increases in reliability
(also with regard to longer project
periods), and internal cost allocation
can gain in quality (in-company
transparency).
Frequently, there is already a gain in
information from the improved, clearer
cost allocation.Action proposals for the
companies result, for example, from the
findings of the survey of electricity costs
in wastewater treatment plant process
benchmarking, or the comparison of
prices (per metre) for new construction
or renovation procedures in sewer
construction process benchmarking.
The findings of benchmarking are
incorporated into the control system
of companies and also into the standards
of the sector.The documented current
operational practice becomes part of
the process of forming rules and standards
for the technical associations of the
German water sector.
Strategies of operation and maintenance:
Companies establish recurring activities
for task fulfilment in these areas.The
laying down of adequate intervals and
optimum strategies is based on experience as well as on technical and legal

specifications.The systematic comparison
in the benchmarking helps to scrutinise
these determinations. Changes to these
determinations have been activated in all
benchmarking projects.
Technology and facilities:The benchmarking process enables an insight into the
advantages and disadvantages of alternative technologies and allows comparison
of their costs.The participants obtain,
particularly in process benchmarking, a
deeper insight into the status and development of different technologies in the
sector from the perspectives of the other
participants and with the background of
practical experience.Accordingly, many
optimising efforts aim at the employment
of innovative technologies and processes.
Processes and personnel: Innovative modes
of operation in benchmarking projects
are understood as ‘best practice’ solutions
and through this find rapid dissemination
within the sector. Possible spheres of
activity for the companies are the adjustment of crew strengths (e.g. for sampling
with indirect discharge monitoring), the
optimising of ordering (materials management process benchmarking) or
the modification of the laboratory
organisation and of the qualification
spectrum of the employees
(analysis process benchmarking).
Contracted services and purchasing:
Improvement possibilities regularly
appear in benchmarking projects with
the comparison of purchasing conditions
and contracted services.The purchase
of material and contracted services
can often be modified comparatively
rapidly and without investment.
Summary of the effects of benchmarking
Benchmarking works at various levels.
The effects of benchmarking can be
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Figure 3: The theoretical idea of benchmarking
(based on DVGW, DWA 2005) and two reasons why
performance improvement works: ‘KPI’s at process
level’ and ‘individual tools’

identified for all key performance
indicators (security of supply and
treatment, quality, customer service,
sustainability, economic efficiency).
The effects on economic efficiency
can be consolidated into overall statements via the savings achieved.The
savings in the examples of success
identified arise from the difference
between the original expenditure
in the baseline year and the expenditure
following implementation of the
measures.A number of points can
be identified:
• The sum of the annual savings
represent up to 3% of the annual
operating expenditure of the total
wastewater disposal of the participants
in this study.
• With the examples of success
mentioned, the implementation

of the measures developed has led
retrospectively to annual savings
in the (partial) processes considered
of, on average, 40%. Some key figures,
compared to the initial savings, indicate
savings of up to 70%.
• The annual savings of the ten
companies involved exceed the
participant charges over all years
by a multiple (between two and ten
times the participant charge is saved).
The internal time expenditure of the
companies (data collection, participation in workshops etc.) is between
2.5 and 15 working days and depends
strongly on the respective project and
the experience of the participants.
The overall benefit remains for the
participants investigated even taking
this expenditure into consideration.
For more see the long-version of this
study (Möller et al. 2012).
Success factors (why does
benchmarking work?)
How benchmarking works is already
written down in national and international manuals (DVGW/ DWA 2008,
Cabrera et al 2011). It is very important
to check if methods using the label
‘benchmarking’ are complying with the
standards of the benchmarking. Our
examination confirms certain points of
these manuals. Firstly, benchmarking at
the process level induces change more
directly. Secondly, operational change is
always a matter of individual goals and
culture, which our benchmarking
method has to take into account
(Figure 3).

Figure 4: Benchmarking-induced change of cleaning strategy in five German cities, (different consequences
for other participants)
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Benchmarking at the process level induces
change more directly
In benchmarking at the process level,
the so-called ‘process owner’, the
manager of the process, is involved
directly.The manager is best-suited
to assess the effects of improvement
actions and the meaning of performance
indicators – especially by working
continuously with the benchmarking
method. It is safe to say that benchmarking at the process level generates more
detailed action plans, closely related to
the change of specific KPIs. Furthermore,
the link between operational change
and change of KPIs is possible almost
exclusively at this level.
Thus, the majority of examples of
success in benchmarking were found
when benchmarking was applied at the
process level. For nearly all processes in
the sector, the aquabench benchmarking
approach has developed such methods
for benchmarking at the process level
(e.g. see the examples of benchmarking
projects at the process level in the
wastewater sector inTable 1).
Operational change is always a matter of
individual goals and culture which our benchmarking method has to take into account
Without individual inclusion of the
involved participants’ performance,
improvement is hardly possible:
‘In the implementation of the results
lies the greatest (real) use for the companies involved in benchmarking projects.
This phase at the end of the project lies,
as a rule, completely in the hands of the
companies, however it forms a compelling condition for a benchmarking
project.All projects which do not contain
this phase are not benchmarking projects,
rather solely (expanded) comparisons of
characteristic figures.’ [DVGW, DWA
2008]
The IWA Benchmarking and
Performance Assessment Specialist Group
come to the same result – without active
involvement of companies and their
management – benchmarking does
not lead to success:‘At this point,
utility management needs to step in.’
(Cabrera 2011)
Even the British central regulation
authority, economic regulator Ofwat,
in one of its latest papers, assumes that
the central collection of data and its
central evaluation – without the
involvement of the companies – does
not promise the desired success and
therefore recommends that British
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Table 2: Number and areas of action proposals derived from seven benchmarking projects
Project
Sewer operation

Project year
2003-2010

No. of particpants
23

Sewer operation pumping stations

2004-2010

20

WWTPs

2004-2010

21 (since 2009)

Laboratory

2006-2010

14

Indirect discharge
monitoring

2006-2010

17

Sewer construction

2004-2010

13

Material management

2004-2010

12

companies should develop their own
instrument.The central data collection
of the regulating authority is to be
limited to a considerable extent:
‘In the past, in fulfilling our duties, we
have placed considerable weight on data
Action proposal 10
‘Analyse investment cost of relining < DN 1200’
Initial position: Our costs per metre are
250% above average
Aim:
Find reasons for high costs and develop
action proposals
Effect on KPI:
[KBK345] Cost for sewer construction
[€/m]
Description of action proposal:
Contact regional benchmarking partner
and research quality standard, tendering
procedure, outside firms involved
Develop action proposals
Date:
1st Quarter 2011
Contact:
Thomas XXX
Tel.:+49 (0)1234-567890
E-mail: thomasxxx@utility.de
Figure 5: Example of documentation of action
proposals in a benchmarking project

Performance improvement areas
Camera and flushing technology,
work time models, crew strengths,
cleaning intervals, management of
vehicles and outside services, work
preparation and management systems
Modification cleaning technique,
modification of cleaning and inspection
intervals, differentiation of inspection
activities, optimization of remote action
and power consumption
Each sub-process: investments plant
technology, scheduled maintenance
intervals, control of facilities,use of
materials, controlling, insourcing
Scope of investigation, sampling efficiency,
automation, laboratory capacity, procedures,
quality assurance
Strategy (activities and frequencies),
efficiency sampling and laboratories,
employee qualification, price and
charges models
Time recording software, reduction of
through times, improvement of cost
determination, coordination with other
pipeline agencies, raw material standards,
manholes, shoring, award of contract practice
Contract specifications, change to building
cleaning, introduction of e-procurement,
centralisation, condition analysis toner,
storage capital tie-up

collection and monitoring as a way of
ensuring the companies complied with
their regulatory obligations (‘regulatory
compliance’). But this approach does not
necessarily get the best results for customers. It is costly in terms of regulatory
resources and can mean the companies
respond to the regulator rather than to
their customers. Nor does it incentivise
better performance.
‘Instead, we propose that they develop
their own systems and assurance processes
to enable their Boards to sign off a risk
and compliance statement, verifying that
the company is in compliance with its
regulatory obligations.’ (Ofwat 2011)
Having the tool in the hands of
individual participants leads more
sustainably to performance improvement
than highly aggregated external evaluations do. Elaboration of benchmarking
results and integration into operational
reality demand, to a high degree, individual decisions by the companies and are
dependent on their respective aims.
Individual participants are able to take
into account external constraints and
the development of new technologies
and also internal factors such as existing
resources and priorities (up to and
including the companies’ readiness

Action proposals
92

72

>200 (since 2009)

37

39

19

24

to change).
Correspondingly, for none of the
over 100 characteristic figures evaluated
in the investigation is there a common
tendency to change in exclusively one
direction.This is recognizable using
the example of the different development
of the cleaning strategies of the participants (Figure 4).The findings from
1999 show how, for example, the
cleaning of sections in one year differed.
The following analysis by operators
then led to clearly different implications.
Five operators have achieved further
economic performance improvement
through restructuring to requirementoriented cleaning and extension of
technically unnecessary intervals.
Two other operators have, on the
other hand, shortened their intervals
and clean more often than in the initial
year. Here it is clear why the look at a
single indicator and a single performance
indicator is not sufficient. For example,
monitoring of faults and odour complaints has a high relevance for all
participants and must be undertaken
parallel to the economic considerations.
The consequences of performance
assessment (in the above example the
different cleaning strategies of partici-
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pants) are always to be determined
and implemented for each participant
individually.This cannot take place
through a central report, and only
very seldom without involvement
of participants.
More focus on goals and controlling of
action proposals is needed to support
performance improvement
Performance improvement can
be supported by well-structured
benchmarking projects, with the
following two important aspects.
Ask for the goals of benchmarking
participants and connect these to
benchmarking practice
Modifications of operational practices
must be in line with corporate strategies.Thus, the objectives of economic
efficiency and quality in the participating
towns have a completely different weight
and a different significance. In one case
this leads to a reduction in cleaning
frequency to < 20% p.a., in another
case to an increase of 35% (Figure 4).
In particular, objectives must be
communicated to those responsible for
the project or laid down by corporate
management.As long as specifications
for performance improvement are not
also formulated in the company, actions
will be derived by those responsible
for the benchmarking project only
by chance.
Control action proposals with clear
documentation
Continuous, regular benchmarking opens
up the possibility of tracking action
proposals. Clear documentation of action
proposals helps in two ways: it communicates the results clearly inside the organisation, and creates interfaces to other
processes and tools inside utilities.
Furthermore, results and experiences of
actions can be shared inside the project.
The action proposals have completely
different degrees of substantiation.An
action proposal documents to what

Filip Bertzbach

Kay Möller

further activities the findings of the
benchmarking project should lead
(see example in Figure 5).
In order to be able to estimate the
scope of the action proposals, the
aquabench projects have been evaluated.
In the last eight years of process benchmarking 483 action proposals have been
elaborated and documented (Table 2).
Conclusions
Improvement by benchmarking can
be proven and explained. Benchmarking
works at various levels. Effects of benchmarking can be identified for all KPIs
(security of supply and demand, quality,
customer service, sustainability, economic
efficiency).The effects on economic
efficiency can be consolidated into
overall statements via the achieved
savings (see above). For example,
financial improvement can be shown
up to 70% of examined costs.
Factors for successful benchmarking
can be identified as being:
• Performance improvement through
benchmarking is an individual process
and the responsibility for this lies with
the companies.
• The derivation of courses of action is an
indispensable component of the project
implementation.
• Successful benchmarking is connected
with the aims and strategies of a company.
• Improvements and action proposals are
achieved mainly at the process level.
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Nonetheless, the tools for improvement
inside a benchmarking project can themselves be improved. German utilities work
constantly to expand the benefits of the
method, and the examination presented
here represents just one example of such
efforts. ●
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FUTURE PREPAREDNESS

Barriers to progress:
assessing needs to meet demand
Oracle Utilities’ new report on the challenges around meeting future global water needs has revealed
that demand outstripping supply by 2030 is a concern for the majority of utility executives, but wasteful
customer behaviour, a lack of capital for investment and a lack of awareness of innovation are some of
the barriers that have to be overcome for utilities to meet this challenge. LIS STEDMAN looks at the report’s
findings and how priorities differ between developing and developed countries.

he preparedness of water utilities
to meet future water supply
challenges is a key global question,
and one that Oracle Utilities sets
out to answer in new research titled
‘Water for All?’This major new
report reveals current thinking
and utility status, based on a survey
of 244 utilities across ten major
markets, including the UK, US
and BRIC nations (Brazil, Russia,
India and China).
The utilities concerned were a mix
of public and private entities, both
large and small, with various ownership
formats and different services – some
were water-only and others water and
wastewater utilities.
The research, conducted by the
Economist Intelligence Unit, makes
sobering reading. It is commonly predicted that water supplies will begin to run
out by 2030 in critical regions where
hard-pressed resources are supporting
cities, industries and food production.
The report found that in fact this is a
foregone conclusion – 39% of utility
executives thought the risk of national
demand outstripping supply by that date
was ‘highly likely’, essentially certain, and
a further 54% think the risk is ‘moderately likely’.The factors cited are wellknown – urbanisation in developing
nations, changing climate patterns,
wasteful consumption.

T

Meeting needs
For utilities, increasing water productivity
is at the heart of the response.All of the
executives polled believed that demand
would still be met by 2030.To get there,
wide-ranging efforts and investments are
being made with this view in end, the

In some places, less than 50% of the
water pumped into the network
reaches customers. Credit: simonalvinge / Shutterstock.com.

report found, from tackling leakage to
making better use of recycled water.
Further key findings include that
almost half of utilities (45%) see wasteful
consumer behaviour as the biggest
barrier when it comes to meeting
water supply with demand. Key to this,
in the view of utilities, is the low price
of water, which is in stark contrast to
the difficulties some face in getting it
to customer taps.
Half of respondents believe pricing
structures need to be changed to encourage conservation, and just under four in
ten think water prices need to be held
down to ensure fair access to water for
all. In developing countries, lack of
capital for investment tops the list
of critical issues.
Half of executives also feel that

information and support from government is lacking in their fight against
water scarcity, and just 65% of utilities
feel they can handle risk management
well or respond sufficiently.
The contrasts between developed and
developing world utilities highlighted in
the report are interesting – in the developed world, countries are increasingly
focusing on resilience, while developing
countries are still very much involved in
the scramble to roll out or renew basic
infrastructure.
The report also found that the sector
has become an increasingly prominent
innovator, largely through necessity –
Israel, for instance, has become a global
expert in water reuse, recycling around
70% of its wastewater. It notes:‘Taken as a
whole, a quiet boom in water innovation
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is well under way. But more utilities need
to improve their ability to identify and
implement such advances: more than one
in three (36%) profess to being generally
unaware of the innovation options
available to them.’
Operators also expect regulators to
focus on metering first and price later, as
pressure to ensure supply continues to
rise. But later in the period – from 2020
to 2030, utilities expect that reality will
catch up and regulators will price water
more realistically in line with market
pressures.They also foresee a strong
shift towards increasing globalisation of
water markets as regulators open up to
competition to bolster preparedness.
Global differences
Oracle Utilities SeniorVice President
and General Manager Rodger Smith
explains that the respondents fell into
two categories: utilities that are redeveloping ageing infrastructure and utilities
that are still deploying infrastructure for
the first time. He cites well-known statistics that illustrate the rarity of available
freshwater, noting that this ‘is one of the
reasons why 54% of respondents were
concerned that demand would outstrip
supply.Thirty nine percent were very
concerned, so there is a high number who
believe we will have a shortage between
now and the 2030s.’
Oracle, he adds, believes in using technology to resolve a number of the headline issues the industry faces, including
leakage and customer communications.‘If
utilities use the technology – meters and
analytical tools that are being developed –
this will help us to use this precious
commodity more effectively.’
He notes:‘I think the industry is
uniquely challenged. It hasn’t been a
very aggressive communicator in the
past. Rate design has got to be changed,
it is built on usage, and customers with
low water use have low bills, and high
users have high bills.The trouble is the
revenue stream could decline so they
don’t have the funds for improvements.’
Mr Smith says the water industry ‘needs
robust communications. Utilities say their
customers say water is a God-given right,
and that there is no value in infrastructure.
There is a huge communications issue.’
Rates need to be designed so that they
still reflect use, he explains, but with a
fixed component that can be spent on
infrastructure.‘We think a lot is a communications issue.’ Utilities also have to do a
better job of leak detection as part of this

effort, he adds.
This is not a short-term task, but
one of improving communications and
technologies and leakage performance
that will take years, he observes.‘We heard
stories from the south of the UK where
utilities asked customers to conserve
water because they were in drought, and
the day they did that it rained. Leakage
is 20%. Customers say,“why should I?”
I think it is a fundamental challenge.’
For most people their relationship with
their water utility is a ‘very passive’ one he
notes.‘Utilities do a connection, you get a
bill, you pay a bill.’ However, modern
communications and the advent of such
things as loyalty cards mean customers
want to know more.‘They want to know
what they are using.And if a customer can
see water pouring down the street, they
don’t see why they need to conserve
water.’
It is interesting, Mr Smith notes,
comparing and contrasting the BRIC
countries with developed countries.
‘We saw a difference in what was
concerning them. In the BRIC countries,
the major concern driving the utilities
was development, getting water to all
the population.’ He adds:‘You just have
to construct infrastructure in a smart
way, looking at loads, flows, ways to
measure so that they can identify the
weaknesses in the system rather than
the massive job that exists in developed
world.’
Seeking innovation
Most utilities are seeing huge water
losses, Oracle Utilities GroupVice
President of Industry Strategy Linda
Jackman notes.‘There is an analogy in
a supermarket – picking up something,
paying for it and then not using it and
throwing it in the trash.’The Delhi Jal
Board quotes less than 50% of the
water pumped into supply getting to
consumers, Ms Jackman notes.‘Any
business that promotes less than half
of the product you have paid for ending
up where it should has got infrastructure
issues that it really needs to look at.’
Given this, it would seem logical
that utilities would be scrambling for
innovation, which they increasingly
are. Developing countries scored
higher, with 36% looking for innovation,
Ms Jackman says.‘I would hope both
types of countries would look at
innovation to improve leakage, and
customer communication.The survey
was eye opening.’
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The survey showed 93% of responding
utilities believe they will spend more to
meet demand in future than they do
today, she adds.‘The real question is
whether they understand the best way to
make investments – smart meters, sensor
technology, being able to optimise maintenance where it needs to be, spending
capital where it needs to be spent.’
Ms Jackman suggests that utilities need
to take advantage of technologies such as
meters.‘Some new meters can obtain data
every few minutes, but what do you do
with the data?’ She feels utilities currently
underestimate the craft of analysis, and
that in future such specialists will need
to work within utilities.
‘It is one thing to have the technology
in place, and to collect data, and another
to make sense of it and push it out to
customers. It is a challenge to respond
to what is coming, and I don’t think
that utilities have a clear idea of the
most prudent way to do it.’
She adds:‘We see in the survey that
climate change came as third priority for
utilities.The most important barrier for
utilities is wasteful consumer behaviour,
the second is insufficient capital.That is
why we are talking about fundamental
restructuring.’
Climate change comes lower down
the list of priorities for simple, pragmatic
reasons, she feels.‘Yes it is an issue, and a
big issue for utilities, but they can’t do
anything about it. Some desert utilities
are very innovative about how they get
water, for instance to LasVegas. But there
is a general view there is not much you
can do.’
The first two issues are really where
utilities can have an impact in future,
she notes, establishing conservation
programmes, promoting low flush
toilets, low-use fittings and xeriscapes,
as well as tackling leakage. Capital
investment, repair and renewal of the
network, are also driving factors. ●

Roger Smith

Linda Jackman

PERFORMANCE

Performance insurance:
rewarding managers for better service
Water utilities need to improve their performance in ways that are transparent and obvious to customers.
DAVID ZETLAND explains how performance insurance can improve outcomes for customers, ease the
workload on regulators, and reward good managers.

n 22 December 2008, the wall
of a 84-acre (34 ha) solid waste
containment area adjacent to the
TennesseeValley Authority’s (TVA)
Kingston Fossil Plant in the US
ruptured in the middle of the night,
spilling over a billion gallons (4.1
million m3) of coal fly ash slurry
over 300 acres (120 ha), blocking
nearby rivers, and depositing up
to six feet (1.8m) of toxic sludge
on the land (Sohn, 2010). It was a
minor miracle that nobody was
killed.Although clean-up began
immediately, it was not until August
2012 that a court ruled that TVA was
responsible for the mess and would
pay damages. In part, the ruling
against TVA was based on reports
that TVA had known about the
problem since 2003 and had decided
against taking action to strengthen
the containment wall (Barker, 2009).
TVA’s decision saved it around $5
million initially but cost it $1.3
billion when the spill – the largest
of its kind in US history – eventually
occurred.
TVA, the largest public power utility
in the US with 57 power plants and $4
billion in revenues, said it would pay the
damages – by raising charges to ratepayers
(Watkins 2012).
That decision does not exactly
represent the kind of justice most people
expect. Some wantedTVA managers to
be jailed for negligence, others hoped
thatTVA would pay damages out of its

O

‘profits’, butTVA – like most public
utilities in the world – does not pursue
a risk-and-reward, for-profit business
model. Most utilities - whether investoror municipally-owned - set prices to
recover costs.They refund revenues when
costs are lower than expected and raise
prices when costs increase. Utility managers target best practices in managing
risks, delivering services and minimizing
costs, but they modify practices to suit
local conditions.They are allowed to
raise prices to deliver normal services
but warned against ‘gold-plating’ their
systems.This process is meant to please
two customers: a public that pays for
services and a regulator who ensures
that payments are appropriate for
services delivered.
This three-way relationship involves
tradeoffs. Customers do not get to choose
their utility but they pay prices based on
the cost of service. Regulators have the
power to set prices but they depend on
managers for operating and costs data.
Managers rarely lose their jobs (or face
going to prison) if they make operational
or financial mistakes, but it is also rare
for them to earn bonuses for delivering
efficiency.
The goods news is that this system has
worked pretty well in delivering safe and
reliable water.The bad news is that customers and regulators may not trust that
managers are delivering the best services
at the lowest prices. Events like theTVA
flyash spill reinforce this sense of mistrust.
In a perfect world, we would see

David Zetland

managers delivering value for money to
customers pleased to pay more in the
knowledge that they are receiving good
services, and regulators with little to do
except set standards and report success.
In this article I present an idea of how to
use ‘performance insurance’ to get closer
to that perfect world, a world where the
price of water reflects its risk-adjusted
costs of delivery, customers accept rate
increases, and managers are rewarded
for running an efficient operation that
neither its customers nor its regulators
need to really understand.
Who knows what?
Economists say that someone has an
‘asymmetric information’ advantage
over you when they know more about
a transaction than you do. Examples are
everywhere: the farmer knows where his
eggs came from, the car dealer knows his
wholesale price, the boss knows how
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Figure 1: Insurance will reveal the shadow price of under- or over-maintenance

much salary she can offer. People in
asymmetric information situations who
worry about trusting the other side adjust
in a variety of ways, including inspection,
competition, reputation, repetition and
regulation. Inspection reveals physical
properties; competition and repetition
make it easier to establish a reputation
that assures people they are getting what
they expect. Regulation outsources
inspection to a third party whose
approval assures those who trust the
third party’s reputation.
It is easier to reduce asymmetric
information problems when frequent
transactions make it easier to match
promises with results or when many
people or organizations are involved.
That is why we do not worry too much
about the quality of the gasoline we put
into our cars at brand-name or no-name
gas stations. Gasoline is sourced from
exotic locations at great distances and
transformed from oil via complex
chemical processes, but we pump
without thinking because everyone is
selling gas and everyone is pumping it.
Water utilities have an easier task –
delivering clean water through piped
networks using technologies that date
back to the Romans – but this process
is full of asymmetries.Water utilities are
monopolies with customers, not competitive firms fighting for consumers with
choices. Utilities may spend the correct
amount of time, money and effort on
delivering reliable safe water supplies,
or they may spend too much or too
little. If they spend too much, customers

pay for gold-plated services they do not
need. If they spend too little, customers
pay for avoidable damages. Customers
will suffer much more if managers are
lazy, corrupt or malignant, but customers
can still suffer when well-meaning
managers make operational errors
or invest in the wrong capital mix
(Zetland, 2011, chapter 7).
The sad thing is that some managers are
indeed doing a good job, but it is hard to
show that their low prices are the result of
good work while others’ low prices result
from too little preventative maintenance.
In the summer of 2009, the people
of Los Angeles experienced a wave of
sudden and dramatic pipe bursts.
Intersections were flooded, neighbourhoods were left without pressure, and
sinkholes swallowed cars next to frightened bystanders (Zahniser andWillon,
2010).The Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power (LADWP) – the largest
municipal utility in the US with $4
billion in revenues – could not explain to
its four million customers why its rate of
major pipe failures had doubled.The
problems contributed to the October
2009 resignation of David Nahai,
LADWP’s General Manager, but his
resignation neither fixed those broken
pipes nor signalled a significant improvement in customer service – LADWP was
ranked ‘13th worst in customer satisfaction’ in 2011 (Ebright, 2009; CBS, 2011).
It turned out that LADWP had caused
the problem with a June 2009 lawn
watering ordinance that ordered
customers to water their lawns on
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Mondays andThursdays (Behrens, 2009).
The resulting synchronized surges in
system pressures put old joints under
enough strain to increase failures to
unprecedented levels.An official inquiry
placed the blame on LADWP in April
2010, and an August 2010 ordinance
spread outdoor watering across six days
(Zahniser andWillon, 2010; Behrens,
2010). City Hall regulates LADWP, but it
was too busy to monitor ‘professionals’
and their watering schedules.The price of
common sense falling between the cracks
was borne by citizens, businesses and
visitors to the City of Angels who were
left with wet feet and a hefty repair bill.
As this example shows, water utility
customers usually play a passive role of
accepting the service they are given and
paying what they are told.They rely on
public officials (regulators or politicians)
to hold water managers accountable for
delivering good service at a decent price.
These officials depend on the managers
for information on how best to manage
their operations, but they can also press
for better performance. Customers,
likewise, depend on officials for
information on how best to oversee
those managers, and they too can
press for better performance. But
there is a problem in this set-up:
it is hard to know whether a problem
can be blamed on someone failing
to do their job or random bad luck.
It turns out that there is a very welldeveloped business model for sorting out
the difference between bad luck and bad
performance: the insurance industry helps
people bear the costs of random risks by
collecting small, regular premiums from
everyone and making large payouts to
those unlucky enough to suffer damages
from accidents. Insurance companies also
make profits in this process, but they do so
at the same time as they provide a useful
service. It is in the process of maximizing
their profits, interestingly enough, that
insurance companies deliver an important
side benefit: clear information on quality
and performance. It is in this underwriting step that insurance companies can
break the asymmetric information puzzle
that plagues performance assessments of
water utilities.That step will reveal the
value of good management at the same
time as it provides value to customers in
the form of reduced costs from random
accidents and shifting risks to insurance
companies. Let us look at how insurance
can improve conditions for customers,
regulators and managers.

PERFORMANCE

Rewarding performance and insuring
against losses
The first thing to remember is that any
insurance programme or policy needs
to be directed at a concrete problem in
which the mix of discretion and chance
makes it difficult to separate good from
bad management; see Mehlhorn and
Hausmann (2012) for an example.There
is no sense in insuring against events
that are plainly managerial (e.g., sexual
harassment) or routine (e.g., stormwater
flows into a wastewater treatment plant).
The best insurance policies are the ones
that separate the two influences. Car
insurance, for example, covers accidents
but not speeding tickets.The premiums
paid for car insurance depend on several
predictive factors (age, previous accidents,
car model, gender, etc.), and premiums fall
when evidence of precaution (e.g.,‘safe
driver’) accumulates. Car insurance
companies would love to give every
driver a test, to further refine their risk
pricing, but such tests are not costeffective when there are many drivers
whose skills tend to average out based
on observable variables.
Performance insurance for a water
utility would be use the same general
principles but account for clear differences. Some problems – water shortage
or meter failure, for example – should
not be insured, as they are, respectively,
issues that are better addressed by managerial discretion and product warranties.
Better candidates for insurance might
be line failure or water contamination.
Take line failure as an example:
Coverage for trunk line breaks that
increase water leakage by more than some
percentage and / or cost more than a
minimum amount (the deductable).
Premium based on trunk piping length,
connections, water source, pipe age,
materials and past and current maintenance (seeWood and Lence, 2009).
Payment to cover the cost of repair –
according to an average of several outside
bids.A cap on total annual payments
that reduces the insurance company’s risk
woul lead to lower premiums.
Now those three factors omit several
important elements. First, insurance
companies must compete for this
contract. No competition leads to a
monopolistic price that will not improve
on the current practice of self-insuring.
Second, it may take time to develop
a competative market; regulators,
customers, managers and insurers need
to cooperate on sharing the costs and

risks of developing that market.Third,
customers and regulators will only accept
the cost of insurance if they understand
that a short-term increase in their water
bill will deliver long-term savings because
repairs that would have been funded by
higher bills will now be covered by the
insurance company. Fourth, bills will fall
in the long-term because managers now
have a visible target to improve.Water
systems everywhere suffer from line
breaks, and managers everywhere put a
‘shadow price’ on the cost of those breaks
by transferring funds – often on paper
but sometimes in cash – to an account
that pays for breaks. Managers need to
estimate how much to transfer, and they
may shoot high or low, but they will
nearly always be pushed to minimize
estimates, to reduce prices for customers.
Such cost-containment – often pursued
as a means of preventing gold-plating
or waste – often reduces spending on
preventative maintenance, capital
upgrades, etc. It is not hard to find
examples of penny-wise, pound-foolish
policies that keep customer bills low in
the short-term but inflate costs from
‘unexpected’ failures over the long-term.
Figure 1 shows how two systems (on the
left) may have different tariffs but the
same total costs.The addition of insurance
premiums to cover the costs will simultaneously reveal the true cost of service as
well as which system is under-maintained. A gold-plated system (on the
right) will not qualify for insurance (or
will qualify for a trivial premium) because
the risk of failure is so low – information
that customers may use to restrain managers who may be more enthusiastic
about shiny pipes or return on capital
than value for money.
Ask anyone in the water utility sector
in any country to name their greatest
challenge and they will probably say ‘fullcost recovery’, that is, collecting enough
revenue to pay for adequate operations,
maintenance, capital spending and
resource management.The report card
on the state of US infrastructure from
the American Society of Civil Engineers
(www.infrastructurereportcard.org) may
be biased by its interest in building more
stuff everywhere, but its D- grades for
drinking water and wastewater systems
reflect the fact that most water systems
need substantial investment to meet
performance targets.
Water managers who want to protect
and upgrade pipes can point at this report
card and ask for higher prices, but it is

hard for outsiders to know if their numbers are objective or biased (Hayek, 1945).
Numbers based on an insurance premium
will be more believable, not just because
multiple insurers competed to submit a
bid for covering line breaks, but because
those insurers pay when breaks occur.
These numbers for the risk-adjusted
cost of water service not just going to be
more visible and accountable, they will
also facilitate several information feedback loops. Both water managers and
insurance companies will have a strong
incentive to reveal as many details as
possible about how they manage their
system since clearer information will
help insurers set prices accurately.The
insurance premium, likewise, will make
it easy for outsiders to understand that
difficult-to-quantify goal of ‘operational
excellence’ that existing performance
benchmarking efforts (ib-net.org, for
example) try to reveal. Underwriters who
set insurance premiums will need expertise in water management, operations and
engineering.They are likely to be retired
water managers with years of experience,
but they will also have the advantage of
comparing best practices among different
utilities. Such experience will make it
easier for them to set accurate prices but it
will also make it easier for them to suggest
viable reforms based on practices that
have been tested elsewhere.
Industry readers will probably have a
few objections or doubts by now, so let
me clarify a few loose threads. First, most
water utilities already carry insurance
against floods, fires, and so on.That means
it is likely that insurance companies
familiar with water utilities can offer this
product and regulators will allow performance insurance premiums to be added
to costs. Second, some utilities may
already carry third-party insurance covering line breaks, water contamination, and
other areas under discussion here, but I
have not heard of any such coverage in
my reading on utility operations around
the world. Most utilities – likeTVA or
LADWP – appear to self-insure against
these problems, but that ‘solution’ neither
gives managers an incentive to minimize
risks that ratepayers ultimately bear nor
quantifies the implicit risk in current
operating practices.Third, this idea
requires that insurance companies – not
regulators – assess risks and set premiums.
Such a system will ensure that competing
underwriters receive penalties or profits
in proportion to their accuracy. Contrast
that outcome with the incentives that
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apply to regulators with job security and
no competition (some regulators may
fight this idea if they feel it reduces their
power). Fourth, investor-owned water
utilities and regulators need to agree on
how insurance affects their return on
operating expenses and capital investments, to ensure that actions increase
profits and benefit customers.
Now how would this information
be used? Publicly-posted premiums
would help citizens understand their
bills while facilitating discussions of
how managers are affecting the cost of
service (tariffs plus premiums) over time.
It would also be possible to compare
premiums across utilities (with suitable
adjustments) to get a better idea of their
relative performance (Shleifer, 1985).
These benefits must be weighted against
the risk that insiders and outsiders put
too much weight on public data at the
expense of relatively opaque but important functions, e.g., using resources to
reduce premiums instead of answering
customer calls.
These costs and benefits can be
debated, elaborated and extended,
but the bottom line is that performance
insurance can improve the cost-performance mix at utilities by adding another
player – insurance companies – with a
financial incentive to improve outcomes.
Those companies will aim to make
profits, of course, but the idea here –
as with all insurance business models –
is that those profits represent only a
portion of the total value added from
reducing risk, smoothing costs, and
strengthening the link between management inputs and outcomes. Over time,
managers will be rewarded for good
performance and the ability to clearly
demonstrate how prices (tariffs plus
premiums) translate into better services
for customers. Customers will see
lower bills, better service, and price
stability in the long-term. Regulators
will have fewer details to monitor, a
better measure of performance, and
fewer ‘he-said, she-said’ rate hearings.
Great! How do I get started?
Any water utility can establish a
performance insurance programme
if its overseers allow.The key elements
for success are a clearly defined policy
(against, for example, line breaks of a
certain size) and a reasonable number
of insurance companies (five or more?)
competing for business. It may be difficult
to attract insurance companies if they

have little data to work with and / or a
difficulty understanding the risk that they
are covering.Their reservation may be
surmounted by some promise to ‘share
the burden’ of repairs in the first two to
three years in exchange for a deduction of
premiums.Alternatively, a regulator may
require performance insurance of all its
regulated utilities, thereby creating a
market large enough to attract insurers.
Customers may be persuaded to accept
the additional cost of insurance if that
cost represents a small portion of their
bill and / or they are protected from
rate increases for the first few years of
operations.The main goal, as you can
see from these comments, is to get the
market going. Early adopters may not
be so interested in incurring the costs
of establishing an insurance mechanism
unless they can be persuaded that those
costs will deliver disproportionate
rewards in the future – perhaps through
some form of profit sharing with insurance companies and / or some reward
from customers willing to support
‘cutting edge’ programmes that
promise to save them money and
improve their services.
Managers have the most to gain
from this idea. Performance insurance
will make it easier for them to quantify
and manage risk, reward them for good
performance, facilitate rate increases
that deliver operational value, and
improve their relations with customers
and regulators. ●
Note
I invite readers to respond to this idea with their
own comments, questions or elaborations on its
suitability and their own experiences with
insurance, risk management, performance
appraisal and connecting operational excellence
to rate levels.
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TARIFFS

The economics of water reuse:
tariff changes to achieve full cost recovery
A lack of cost recovery is hindering the spread of water reuse projects, as in many places potable water is
still subsidized. FRANCESC HERNÁNDEZ-SANCHO, MARÍA MOLINOS-SENANTE and RAMÓN SALA-GARRIDO discuss a proposal for
a two-part tariff based on a decreasing-increasing rate for volumetric charge, which represents an option
to encourage the use of regenerated water without increasing the total amount of water consumed.

ater shortage, population
growth and climate change
have forced countries to reuse water
for several purposes. In fact, it is
estimated that the total volume of
reclaimed water reuse worldwide is
around 22 million cubic metres per
day (Jimenez and Asano, 2008).
Taking into account previous experiences, three aspects have been identified
as key points for the successful implementation of water reuse projects: the increase
in the quantity of wastewater treated,
motivated by new regulations; technical
improvements in water reclamation
systems, which has led to the production
of high quality water at affordable costs;
and the institutional context focusing on
water reuse regulations.
It is well known that water reuse has
significant benefits since it contributes to
balancing long-term water demand and
water supply, and it increases environmental sustainability. However, the economics
are still the weak point of water reuse
projects (Bixio et al., 2006).According
to the EUWater Framework Directive
(WFD, Directive 2000/60/EC), the
price of regenerated water should reflect
the financial, operation & maintenance
and capital costs of providing and
administering water services.
Although the objectives of water reuse
projects are very desirable, there are some
issues to be addressed before implementing this type of project. For example, who
should pay for water reuse projects? Is it
justified that only water users have to pay,
or should all beneficiaries contribute to
cover costs?
Here, the economics of water reuse
projects are discussed. On the one hand,
our analysis has been focused on explaining why the cost recovery principle is
not met for most water reuse projects.
The major constraints hindering the

W

implementation of this economic
principle have been identified. On
the other hand, and as a partial solution
to improve the cost recovery of water
reuse projects, a two-part tariff with
a combination of a decreasing and
increasing rate structure has been
proposed.To conclude, some policy
recommendations have been formulated.
Water reuse pricing
From an economic point of view, two
types of water reuse projects can be
identified: water reuse projects where
water is not chargeable; and water reuse
projects where water is chargeable.
The first type refers to public interest
projects where the regenerated water is
used for several purposes (recharge of
aquifers, maintenance or restoration of
water bodies, watering of public gardens,
etc.) but the regenerated water is always
charged at a zero tariff. Even so, according
to regulations and common sense, the
economic feasibility of these projects
must also be evaluated. Because regenerated water is not sold, there is not a direct
internal income.Therefore, the quantification of the positive externalities, which
benefit all of society, acquire a key role to
justify the economic feasibility of such
water reuse projects.
Water reuse projects in which water
is chargeable are characterized by the
regenerated water being supplied to
private users.Although regulations
permit several uses for the regenerated
water, such as golf course irrigation
and industrial uses, agricultural irrigation
is the most widespread use. In this case,
water reuse systems are designed on
an ad-hoc basis depending on the
needs of the private users. Hence,
economics is a key aspect of the
decision making process.
Depending on local circumstances

for which the water reuse project is
developed (quality regulations, processes
required to reclaim the water, etc.)
the investment and operation costs of
recycling water are highly variable. For
example, in Australia, the full cost of
water reuse projects has been estimated
to range from $1.45/m3 to over $3/m3
(AATSE, 2004). In Spain, investment
costs vary from €5 ($6.5)/m3
produced/day to €736 ($953)/m3
produced/day and operation costs from
€0.06 ($0.08)/m3 to €0.45 ($0.58)/m3
depending on the treatment required
according to the end use of the regenerated water (Iglesias et al., 2010).
On the contrary, the tariffs paid by
water users show that the principle of
cost recovery is not met for the majority
of water reuse projects. For example, in
Mediterranean countries, irrigation
rates vary from €0.02 to 0.07 ($0.03 to
0.09)/m3 and from €0.16 to 0.23 ($0.21
to 0.58)/m3 in Israel and California
(Lazarova and Bahri, 2008). In Australia, it
has been reported that several tariffs are
used for regenerated water depending on
its use. For industrial purposes, the water
price is between $0.4 and 1.2/m3 and for
agricultural irrigation the minimum value
is $0.05/m3 while the maximum one is
$0.6/m3. If the regenerated water is used
for residential supply for toilets and home
gardens the tariff is between $0.28 and
0.83/m3 (Marsden Jacob, 2008).
The key question is: why is the cost
recovery principle not met for water reuse
projects? In this context, there are two
requirements for successfully implementing a pricing strategy: the political climate
accepts a polluter pays principle; and the
water users are likely to be responsive to
price changes.
Regarding the first requirement, urban
and industrial users accept the polluter
pays principle since they are accustomed
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Golf course irrigation is one of the possible ways that regenerated water can be reused. Credit: cappi thompson / Shutterstock.com.

to charges for sanitation services.
However, in the agricultural sector the
lack of previous experience means that
this principle is not accepted by many
farmers.Therefore, it would be highly
desirable to develop awareness and
environmental education campaigns
aimed specifically at this sector.
Due to the diverse nature of users of
regenerated water, mainly in the agricultural sector, potential responsiveness to
price is difficult to assess. Moreover, there
are additional factors such as water rights,
the productivity of the crops or the
existence of water markets that affect the
response of farmers to changes in water
tariffs. Hence, it is vital to analyse for each
use the elasticity of demand, otherwise, it
may be that the measures adopted do not
lead to the expected results.
Another key aspect that makes the
full cost recovery of water reuse projects
very difficult to achieve is the low rates
charged for potable water, which is subsidized in most cases. In order to promote
the use of regenerated water, reuse tariffs
should be significantly lower than potable
water tariffs.An example of this policy is
the water reclamation and management

scheme operating at Sydney Olympic
Park in Australia.The price of the regenerated water is kept at $0.11/m3 below
Sydney’s drinking water price (Hatton
MacDonald and Proctor, 2008).
The figures above have shown that
pricing for water demand management
and for promoting the use of regenerated
water, and applying the cost recovery
concept, are objectives that are not
simultaneously achievable. On the one
hand, low tariffs are a good incentive to
promote the use of regenerated water
instead of potable water. On the other
hand, these tariffs do not permit the
recovery of the full cost of the water
reuse project unless water is subsidised
and it does not seem to be a good policy
for reducing water consumption.
From the perspective of integrated
water resources management, the analysis
of water reuse economics should take
into account all water supply alternatives
such as potable water, desalination water
or stormwater. In this sense, a higher
cost of potable water (full cost tariff)
could be a factor driving some utilities
into developing or expanding their
regenerated water programmes.
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A tariff proposal for water reuse
Once the main limitations for meeting
the principle of cost recovery of water
reuse projects have been identified, the
next step is to propose solutions to
improve this situation. In this context, the
use of a two-part tariff can be considered
as a good alternative to achieve three key
objectives: water demand; promote water
reuse; and cost recovery.
The two-part price consists of a fixed
charge and a volumetric charge for each
unit of product consumed. Basically, the
fixed part is used to recover the costs of
the infrastructure, while the volumetric
charge portion sends important conservation messages to users.Another important
point is that the charging system should
discriminate among users; i.e. charge
different prices to customers based on
their water demand.
The fixed charge should be designed
to ensure that all fixed costs are covered
and be roughly related to costs that do
not vary in the short-term. Hence, it is
guaranteed that system assets are not
simply run down in the short-term. In the
context of water reuse projects, fixed costs
should include the expenses relating to
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infrastructure (systems for regenerating
the water and transporting it), including
some accounting for the capital costs and
scheduled and unplanned maintenance.
The volumetric charge should include
all volume-related costs such as the operating and maintenance costs of water
reclamation systems, pumping costs and
monitoring the quality of the water.There
are three basic rate structures: a uniform
charge, a declining charge and an inclining charge (see equations 1-3).The
uniform charge is the simplest one.
A declining charge is useful to promote
the use of regenerated water since it
incorporates the economies of scale.
The inclining change is more appropriate
if the objective is to reduce water
consumption.
Uniform charge:
Declining charge:
Inclining charge:

(1)
(2)
(3)

Where C is the regenerated water cost per
unit (€/m3) i.e., the tariff paid for the use
of regenerated water; e is the exponential
number, which means that in the declining and inclining charge, the tariff paid by
consumers does not depend linearly on
the quantity of water consumed; K0, K1
and K2 are the volumetric rates to be
applied in the overall charge and they are
positive parameters and Q is the quantity
of regenerated water consumed during a
period of time, for example m3 per month
(Q > 0).
Taking into account the objectives of
water pricing, an alternative rate structure
has been proposed for regenerated water.
It is a combination of the decreasing and
the increasing structures (See Eq. (4)).
Initially, a decreasing tariff should be
applied since the main objective is to
break down social barriers to use of
regenerated water. Subsequently, when
a certain quality of regenerated water
is consumed (Q’) and basic needs are
covered, the aim is to control water
demand. Hence, if more than Q’ cubic
metres of regenerated water are consumed, it is more appropriate to establish
an increasing rate.The quantity of water
(Q’) at which there is a change in the
type of tariff must be estimated depending
on the customer’s ability to pay, policy
considerations, equity, price of potable
water and other policy factors.
Declining-Inclining charge:

(4)

Where C is the regenerated water cost per
unit (€/m3); K1 and K2 are positive
parameters; Q is the quantity of regenerated water consumed over a certain
period of time (m3/unit of time) and Q’ is
the quantity of regenerated water used at
which it is considered that higher water
consumption is due to its low price
(m3/unit of time) (Q’ > Q > 0).
Taking into account theWFD
principles, the proposed approach
should incorporate not only internal
costs but also the externalities derived
from water reuse. In this sense, the
externality charge is related to the
costs saved from reducing the discharge
of treated water to water bodies and
the abstraction of fresh water.
Conclusions
The cost of regenerated water and
the tariffs paid by water users show
that in the majority of water reuse
projects, the principle of cost recovery
is not met. However, such projects
generate positive externalities
contributing to improvement of
the welfare of the whole of society.
Hence, governments must contribute
to funding and maintaining this type
of projects. Moreover, we should not
forget that potable water is often
subsidised. If the principle of cost
recovery was implemented both in
the potable water industry and water
reuse industry, significant changes in
tariffs would have to be introduced to
improve the competitiveness of the
regenerated water.
In order to improve the economics
of water reuse, a two-part tariff based
on a decreasing-increasing rate for the
volumetric charge has been proposed.
It represents a good alternative to
promote the use of regenerated
water without increasing the total
amount of water consumed.
From the point of view of integrated
water resource management, no pricing
policy can be adopted in isolation. It is
essential to act globally on the price of
water from all water sources.There is
no sense in strictly applying the principle
of cost recovery to water reuse projects
while potable water still subsidized.
The same economic principles must
be applied to all water sources so they
‘compete’ on equal terms.
For water reuse to become a reality,
it is necessary to introduce policies
and mechanisms aimed at achieving
the principle of full cost recovery.

Moreover, the dissemination of results
from previous experiences and education
campaigns are needed to change attitudes
amongst water users and promote water
reuse. ●
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EC Harris and Ideagen launch new asset
management solution
C Harris and Ideagen have
launched a new ‘Asset
Information System’ solution,
a combination of software and
consultancy services, which has been
designed to help water companies
improve the accessibility and quality
of all the information they currently
hold on their wider asset portfolio.
Mike Nugent, Global Account Leader
within EC Harris’Water team, said:‘Poor
access to asset information has been
identified as one of the main factors
currently encumbering water companies
from dealing with customer issues.This is
an area where utilities have historically
struggled, however new regulation means
this is a problem that must be addressed
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now.Any perceived sluggishness or
inability to address customer issues could
see water companies facing potentially
heavy fines and a more challenging
determination.’
To help address this specific issue, EC
Harris and Ideagen have launched a new
offering that they say will help water
companies achieve a fully unified source
of asset information.
‘Those companies that take concerted
steps to address their asset information
challenge now will not only be reducing
the risks associated with non-compliance,
but will also be empowering their organizations by bringing crucial knowledge
back into the business,’ added Nugent. ●
www.echarris.com

Wireless water management for Guernsey
he island of Guernsey is a British
Crown dependency, located in
the English Channel. Guernsey Water
has deployed a communication
network to integrate 40 facilities into
a single network.These range from
pumping stations and water treatment works to land and office buildings. The ProSoft Technology
solution was used to achieve this.
Two RadioLinx radios were installed
on a pilot site for tests and evaluation by
Boulting Group. One year later, Guernsey
Water decided to deploy a wide network
to cover the whole island.
In the Guernsey project, 19 Industrial
Hotspots have been installed; two units
for the pilot project plus 17 units (mixing
single and dual radios) for the second
phase. Some key industrial features of
these products are their hazardous location certifications, their extended operating temperature range, high vibration and
shock resistance, DIN-rail mounting, PoE
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A Review of Advanced Sewer System
Designs and Technologies
WERF Report INFR4SG09d
Authors: Sybil Sharvelle and Larry Roesner
This document seeks to collect into one
place current and new technologies about,
or related to, sewerage system design so
that wastewater professionals can easily
learn about them. The document organizes the information found in the 266
documents that were reviewed for this
study into six subject areas: advanced
onsite technologies; alternative wastewater
collection system designs and technologies; gravity sewer system design and
technology; infiltration detection and
control technologies; sewer construction /
rehabilitation technologies; and pipe
materials and joints. Each of the six
subject areas is further subdivided into
three technology levels: established
technologies; proven technologies; and
experimental and foreign technologies.
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Public Private Partnerships in the
Water Sector

(Power over Ethernet) and simultaneous
client or master/repeater Industrial
Hotspot mode, says ProSoft.
‘The technology was new for both
Boulting Group and for GuernseyWater,’
recalls Jonathan Green,Automation
Manager at Boulting Integrated Systems
‘but installation was a success. Not only
has it been possible to create a link in a
short time, but this link is more reliable
and better-performing than previous
communication solutions. ●

Innovation and Financial Sustainability
Authors: Cledan Mandri-Perrott and
David Stiggers
The objective of this book is to determine,
and make recommendations on, means of
optimizing the use of PPP in development
of infrastructure whilst ensuring the
sustainable long-term provision of
water and wastewater services.
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Atkins launches new scenario planning tool
tkins and Decision Strategies
International (DSI) have
launched a scenario planning
tool to help the water industry
in the UK manage future
uncertainty.
Atkins and DSI have developed a
new toolset to help water companies
understand the interplay of complex
factors shaping possible future environ-
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ments and key strategic decisions.
Atkins’ MikeWoolgar said:‘At Atkins
we help clients make robust decisions
in the face of uncertainty.This scenario
planning toolset has been developed
with the needs of the water industry
firmly in mind.The industry is experiencing a period of extreme change
and businesses do not like uncertainty. ●
www.atkinsglobal.com
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Research Digest: Decision Analysis /
Implementation Guidance Asset
Management Tools Development
WERF Report SAM1R06e
Author: Duncan Rose
This research digest summarizes five asset
management support tools developed as
part of the Strategic Asset Management
(SAM) Challenge.
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